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JOSEPH JEUP

Designer & President

Driven by instinctual talent and innate passion, Joseph Jeup embodies 

exceptional craftsmanship. He believes every detail is a design opportunity 

and that uncompromising standards yield incomparable results. This 

philosophy has helped establish Jeup as a world-class designer with a 

devout following who regard his work as functional art. As an engineer 

and a designer, he uses both disciplines to tackle design from a broad 

perspective, which is what defines him as a craftsman and artist.
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Inspired by a Parsons table designed by Jean-Michel Frank, the Preston table accentuates any conference 

room or community space. Juxtaposing an inviting residential appeal with a high-tech solution for power 

and data, Preston is highlighted by a center channel that cleanly routes cables while dividing the stunning 

horizontal grain pattern. The linear design makes the table feel longer than it actually is, drawing users 

to its authoritative presence. The solid 2-inch-thick top is highlighted by a distinctive flaky white oak 

veneer with beauty rivaled only by its strength. Available in three sizes, as well as in a seated-height and 

standing-height options, Preston perfectly fits any size room and any aesthetic.
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Meadows Office Interiors creates innovative workspaces that are strategically designed to help customers improve business 

performance, increase collaboration, realize cost efficiencies and build brand recognition.

Aligned with hundreds of manufacturers and founded five decades ago, Meadows is a Haworth Preferred Dealer and a nationally 

certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise. As a member of the U.S. Green Building Council and an FSC® Chain of Custody 

certificate holder, Meadows places a high value on products and processes that meet sustainability benchmarks.

The Meadows difference begins with the truly turnkey experience we offer our customers. By pairing 50 years of industry 

experience with the latest technology, Meadows embraces innovation and remains committed to providing exceptional 

customer service and building lasting client relationships.
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